Simplify your cyber monitoring capabilities with PROPHECy

PROPHECy is a security orchestrator (or SOAR) that allows you to visualise and understand attack attempts on your IS – and helps to protect your systems by automating your response.

PROPHECy is a sovereign solution dedicated to monitoring and remediating cyber incidents. It offers unique modelling of the links between incidents and alerts specific to the same phenomenon, in the form of graphs, as well as automated response workflows.

PROPHECy addresses the following operational needs:

✔ Qualify security incidents quickly
✔ Collaborate efficiently in incident response
✔ Automate qualification and response actions
✔ Improve immediate operational capacity with provided connectors
✔ Limit operational costs: staff, license, plug&play

The solution is easily integrated into an IT infrastructure and simplifies interoperability with security tools (such as Orion Malware).
KEY FEATURES OF PROPHECY

VISUALISE AND UNDERSTAND AT A GLANCE

PROPHECy is a powerful tool that offers an overview thanks to relational graphs after automated data enrichment and consolidation.

INVESTIGATE, REMEDY AND COLLABORATE AS A TEAM

PROPHECy has been developed with and for SOC analysts, to be intuitive and to offer great clarity. It is designed for collaboration with a modern ticketing interface, templates and shared workflows.

AUTOMATE YOUR SECURITY

PROPHECy allows you to orchestrate and automate all the steps of your responses via visual workflows, right from deployment thanks to its library of ready-to-use connectors.

And with its dedicated AI modules for advanced correlation, anticipation and automatic adaptation of the security posture, PROPECHy continues to offer further embedded intelligence.